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This session will focus on the evolution in the Solar System with interaction and co-evolution in minerals,
water, organic matter, and noble gas in meteorites and interplanetary dust particles. New innovative
analytical and theoretical techniques in various fields will be discussed. The developing methods are
welcome to submit for the future mainstream of meteorite study. In order to explore the planetary materials
and their evolution, both meteorite studies and experimental approaches are necessary. In this session, we
will discuss these topics from extraterrestrial sample analyses and experimental works. Research works on
undifferentiated and differentiated meteorites and parent body processes such as aqueous alteration,
thermal metamorphism, shock metamorphism, volcanic activity, and core-mantle-crust differentiation are
especially included in this session.
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It is expected that nakhlites have evidence for a rock-fluid reaction occurred on the Mars. Many kinds of
secondary minerals occur in the nakhlites through the rock-fluid reaction. The mineral species, assemblages,
compositions and chemical species of the secondary minerals depend on the varied parameters such as
temperature and pH of the fluid. Accordingly, nakhlites allow us to elucidate the physicochemical properties
of the fluid existed on ancient Martian surface and its origin. One of representative evidence for the rock-fluid
reaction is &ldquo;iddingsite&rdquo;, which is the alteration texture formed in and around an olivine grain.
The petrological and mineralogical features indicate that nakhlites share same source on the Mars. Suga et
al. (2017) described the secondary minerals in the iddingsite of nakhlites Yamato (Y) 000593. Based on
Cohen et al. (2017), nakhlites Yamato (Y) 000749 was located at the lower portion of the same nakhlites
source compared to Y 000593. It is likely that there is heterogeneity on the mode of alteration in the same
source. Accordingly, we clarified the mineral species, chemical compositions and chemical species of the
iddingsite in Y 000749 by using a combined SEM-Raman-FIB-TEM-STXM technique. Pervasive iddingsite
textures were observed along the fractures and grain-boundaries of olivine grains in Y 000749 through FESEM observations and Raman spectroscopy analyses. Some portions including iddingsite were extracted and
became thin foils by FIB for TEM/STEM and STXM analyses. As a result, laihunite, ferrihydrite, amorphous or
poor crystallized silica minerals and minor iron sulfates were identified as a secondary mineral in the
iddingsite. Considering the occurrences of the secondary minerals, the formation sequence is as follows; i)
laihunite, ii) ferrihydrite + minor iron sulfates, iii) amorphous or poor crystallized silica. Suga et al. (2017)
reported that the iddingsite of Y 000593 includes laihunite, opal-A, jarosite, natrojarosite, goethite and
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ferrihydrite. The alteration is initiated by the formation of ferrihydrite subsequent to laihunite both in Y
000593 and Y 000749, which would occur under high-temperature and -pH conditions (Treiman, 2005). The
mode of subsequent alteration after the formation of laihunite and ferrihydrite changes between Y 000593
and Y 000749 because there is difference on the species of secondary minerals formed in the iddingsites. It
is likely that the alteration condition is varied even in the same source.
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